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www.opencentre.com
THE WHERE WE ARE AND HOW TO FIND US
OPEN CENTRE
LOCATION
188 Old Street TRANSPORT
London Tubes & Overground
Take Subway 3 from Old St. Station and
EC1V 9FR We are a two-minute walk from Old Street turn right towards ‘Barbican’ (Old St west,
We do
not have a
receptionist.
For general
enquiries or
brochure
requests
email us,
write to us
or call us on
(020) 7251 1504

(Northern Line) station. Liverpool Street (Circle,
City, Metropolitan and Central Lines), Moorgate,
Barbican (Circle, City and Metropolitan Lines) and
Shoreditch High Street (Overground) are also
within walking distance.
Rail
Old Street is served by Great Northern’s Moorgate
line, several mainline services arrive and leave from
Liverpool Street and Moorgate is served by Great
Northern. Farringdon is served by Thameslink.
Kings Cross, St. Pancras, Euston and London
Bridge stations are all within easy reach.
Buses
Numerous bus routes pass nearby, including 55
and 243 on Old Street and 48, 76, 141, 214 and
271 on City Road.
Cars
Car parking is restricted 24 hours Mon–Sat. See
www.islington.gov.uk/parking for details. We are
just inside the congestion charging zone.
See Transport for London:
www.tfl.gov.uk.
Citymapper
www.citymapper.
com/london

southside). We are on the 3rd floor of St.
Luke’s Old School Building, 188 Old Street,
just past the Shell petrol station. You will
need a door entry code to get in.
We regret that there is currently no access
for wheelchairs but this is forthcoming.

HOW TO CONTACT US
General enquiries and brochure requests:
020 7251 1504
infoOC@opencentre.com
Specific practitioners:
Guy: 0800 3134844
guyoc@opencentre.com
Silke: 07764 200 113 (M-F 9am-9pm)
silkeoc@opencentre.com
Richard: 020 8341 7226 (M-F 9am-9pm)
richardoc@opencentre.com
Juliana: 020 8341 7226 (M-F 9am-9pm)
julianaoc@opencentre.com
Postal address:
The Open Centre, 188 Old Street,
London EC1V 9FR
(put your return address on the envelope).

HOW TO BOOK for groups
and individual sessions
SEE PAGE 15

‘The Open Centre’ is a Registered Service Mark

september 2018 to august 2019

programme
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE OPEN CENTRE
Founded in 1977, we are one of the
UK’s longest established centres for selfdevelopment and personal growth.
We offer people an opportunity, both in
group work and individual sessions to
increase their awareness of themselves – an
opportunity, in a supportive environment,
to look deeply and realistically at all aspects
of themselves – body, mind, feelings, spirit
– relationships with others – assumptions
and decisions about life and work, etc. This

requires responsibility and commitment on
the part of the people who work with us, and
we encourage them to translate what they
learn at the Open Centre into every day life
to make their own lives more fulfilling and to
help enhance the world we live in.
We are: Guy Gladstone (Bioenergetics and
Psychodrama), Silke Ziehl (Deep Bodywork,
Pulsing), Richard Mowbray (Primal
Integration and Bodywork), and Juliana
Brown (Primal Integration).

1

who we are

what we do

My work is about restoring the capacity for pleasurable self-regulation.
Bodily experienced feeling connects present behaviour
with childhood and the past while opening a space for
change in the future. I aim to integrate the catharsis of
emotional energy, the inner space of phantasy, and the awareness of family
patterns.
The work I offer is a passage, a transition, not a way of life. Along with
an opening of the bodymind through Bioenergetics, I encourage openness
to relationships with others in the here and now, using the action methods
of Psychodrama. More recently I have trained to facilitate The Work that
Reconnects and Carbon Conversations. I have also qualified as a personal
performance coach with a view to supporting environmental and community activists.
Over the last 40 years I have acquired a wide background in groupwork, with experience of Encounter, Gestalt and Co-Counselling; and
have trained in many forms of hands-on bodywork, including Pulsing,
Postural Integration and Biodynamic Massage. In 1971 I was weaned
from meditation and the esoteric by reading The Primal Scream, I participated in self-help groups like ‘People not Psychiatry’ and lived in communes with a therapeutic dynamic. I slipped into the emerging Human
Potential movement without knowing it as such. Nine years as an international household removals contractor was my first training in helping
people through crisis.
Previous jobs included teaching English as a foreign language, digging the
Victoria Line and disc jockey on a pirate radio station. I hold the IDHP Diploma
in Humanistic Psychology, am an accredited member of the UKAHPP, and a
graduate of a three year training, the IPSS and a five year training in Analytical
Body Psychotherapy with BAABP. The subject of my degree was Reich’s politics and the theory of bodyreading. I am indebted to Glyn Seaborn Jones
from whom I learnt at the outset to trust my emotional body, to David
Boadella who taught me how to be with other bodies, and to a psychoanalysis from which I have learnt respect for the unconscious.

GUY GLADSTONE
Bioenergetics &
Psychodrama
INTRODUCTORY EVENTS
Bioenergetics
Wed 5 Sep, 17 Oct ‘18,
16 Jan, 13 Feb, 24 Apr,
19 Jun ‘19
Psychodrama
Wed 21 Nov ‘18,
22 May ‘19
WEEKLY ONGOING GROUPS
Bioenergetics restarts
(5.20-7.20pm) Thurs 6 Sep ‘18,
10 Jan, 25 Apr ‘19
(8-10.30pm) Thurs 6 Sep ‘18,
10 Jan, 25 Apr ‘19
WEEKEND GROUPS
Bioenergetics
29 Sep ‘18,
9 Feb, 15 Jun ‘19
Psychodrama
1 Dec ‘18, 16 Jun ‘19
More info: www.opencentre.com
www.bodyspace.co.uk

I see my work as exploring with people how to achieve a more balanced
and joyful way of living in their bodies and in the world.
Rather than ‘breaking through armour’ I believe in
following the small movements, sensations, feelings,
thoughts or intuitions which are accessible. By paying attention to them
and allowing them to develop further we can unravel the knot, and move

SILKE ZIEHL
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closer to a deeper, fuller, more alive energy and reconnect with parts of
the body-mind-spirit with which we had lost contact.
To facilitate this process in others I use my amalgamation of Reichian
Energetic Integration, Postural Integration, Pulsing and Huna Bodywork.
But most importantly, I bring myself, my awareness, perceptions and feelings which I share with you.
Over the years I trained extensively in a wide range of systems of working
with the body/mind/emotions/spirit. I am a qualified Bodypsychotherapist
and Acupuncturist as well as a trainer in Postural Integration, Energetic
Integration and Pulsing. I have run bodywork groups since 1978 in Britain,
Germany and Greece, and bodywork trainings since 1982.
TRAININGS & CPD
Supervision 29 Sep ‘18, Supervision 24 Nov ‘18, Supervision 26 Jan ‘19 (continues every 2 months),
Deep Bodywork 1-year Foundation Training starts 26-29 Oct ‘18, Pulsing Intensive 1 20-22 Apr ‘19,
Pulsing Intensive 2 25-27 May ‘19 More info: www.opencentre.com www.entelia.com

We do group and individual work in Primal Integration and Bodywork.
Primal Integration involves an exploration of our deeper
levels of experience with a view to being more alive and
living more authentically. This process fosters ‘growth
forces’ which can help splits in our being to heal and
blocks to our doing to resolve.
Traumatic and other experiences in early life may interrupt the wholeness of our development. Such experiences may have occurred during
childhood, birth or before. Integrating these experiences into consciousness – acknowledging them as memories – reduces the confusion
between what was then and what is now and releases more of our energy
and qualities for life in the present. Primal Integration is concerned with
both the recovery of the self one has apparently lost and the discovery of
the self one has yet to become.
In our groups and individual sessions we endeavour to create an environment conducive to this process of connection, expression and integration and one which allows both the freedom to stretch our wings and the
security to explore our most vulnerable and fearful states of being.
We also facilitate the process in a variety of ways including Primal
Bodywork, and work with feelings, dreams, fantasies, thoughts, and
words. Self-direction and self-responsibility are particularly emphasised.
The work we currently offer is a synthesis that we have evolved over the
last 40 years since our training with Bill Swartley, the original developer
of Primal Integration. Other major influences include work and further
training with Frank Lake, a pioneering explorer of pre- and peri-natal
experiences and the configurational psychology of Francis Mott. Richard

Deep Bodywork &
Pulsing
INTRODUCTORY EVENINGS
Deep Bodywork, Love and
Anger Wed 26 Sep ‘18,
Deep Bodywork, Sexuality
and the Heart Connection
Wed 30 Jan ‘19,
Pulsing Wed 27 Feb ‘19
WEEKEND & DAY GROUPS
Love and Anger 6/7 Oct ‘18
Sexuality and the Heart
Connection 2/3 Mar ‘19
Pulsing Intensive part 1
20-22 Apr ‘19
Pulsing Intensive part 2
25-27 May ‘19

RICHARD MOWBRAY
& JULIANA BROWN
Primal Integration
and Bodywork
ONGOING GROUPS START
2018 20 Sep, 1 Nov,
2019 10 Jan, 28 Feb,
9 May, 13 Jun
WEEKEND GROUPS
2018 21-23 Sep, 19-21 Oct,
16-18 Nov, 7-9 Dec,
2019 18-20 Jan, 15-17 Feb,
15-17 Mar, 17-19 May,
21-23 Jun
EASTER INTENSIVE
18-21 Apr 2019
SUMMER RESIDENTIAL
21-26 Jul 2019
More info: www.opencentre.com
www.primalintegration.com
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has also trained in bodywork with Jack Painter (Postural Integration) and
Curtis Turchin (Pulsing and Postural Integration).
Our comprehensive programme of Primal Integration – monthly weekend
groups, weekly ongoing groups, periodic residential group intensives and
regular individual sessions – has been running at the Open Centre and
elsewhere since 1979.
We are co-authors of “Primal Integration” for Innovative Therapy – A
Handbook (OUP, 1994) and “Visionary Deep Personal Growth” for What’s
the Good of Counselling & Psychotherapy? (Sage, 2002). Richard is also
author of The Case Against Psychotherapy Registration – A Conservation
Issue for the Human Potential Movement (Trans Marginal Press, 1995)
and various other publications in that area including for Controversies in
Psychotherapy and Counselling (Sage, 1999).

introductions

to our work

Advance booking is necessary for the introductory events with specific dates (Deep
Bodywork, Bioenergetics or Psychodrama).
Your booking fee should be sent to the practitioner concerned and must reach them a minimum of 3 days beforehand. You must include
a contact telephone number. For further information about these events, please contact the
practitioners concerned rather than the general Open Centre enquiries number.
Introductory events are not available for
Primal Integration. Introductions to Primal
Integration are on the basis of a personal
introductory interview. See below.
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Bioenergetics

Guy Gladstone

Introductory evenings
Wednesdays 5 September, 17 October
2018, 16 January, 13 February, 24 April,
19 June 2019
£10
8.15-9.45pm
These talks will give you a chance to learn
how this active physical approach to personal
development and understanding personality
works. Terms like ‘charge’, ‘contact’, ‘character’ and ‘grounding’ will be explained. There
will be space for questions and discussion and
a few optional exercises will be shown. (For
full description of experiential follow-ups see
Bioenergetic Day.) Advance booking required –
see above.

Deep Bodywork
Silke Ziehl

Introductory evenings
Wednesday 26 September 2018, for
weekend Love and Anger, plus Deep
Bodywork 1-yr Foundation Training
starting October 26-29 2018
Wednesday 30 January 2019, for
weekend Sexuality and the Heart
Connection
£10
7pm
Each evening is about Deep Bodywork (including Postural Integration®) in the context of the
particular theme. There will be time to ask questions. Advance booking required – see above.

to play a role given that acting skills are unnecessary? For people considering joining the weekend
group, this evening will set the scene. Advance
booking required – see above.

Pulsing

Silke Ziehl

Introductory evening
Wednesday 27 February 2019
7pm

£10

The evening is about Pulsing and its roots in
Hawaiian sacred bodywork. There will be time to
ask questions. Advance booking required – see above.

Primal Integration

Juliana Brown & Richard Mowbray
Introductory interview on request
You meet with Juliana or Richard. We will ask
you questions about yourself, explain the work
to you in more detail and answer your questions. The process takes approx 45 mins and
there is no charge for it. To arrange this, contact
us on (020) 8341 7226 (M-F 9am-9pm) or by
email to info@primalintegration.com. For further information about Primal Integration see
our website: www.primalintegration.com.

Psychodrama

Guy Gladstone

Introductory evenings
Wednesdays 21 November 2018,
22 May 2019
8.15-9.45pm

£10

I will be giving a picture of what happens during a psychodrama session by means of several
short exercises. Between these I will focus on
the special possibilities for personal development this medium offers. Besides any questions
you may bring this introduction should answer
some typically asked; such as what does it mean
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weekly ongoing
Thursdays

groups

Bioenergetics Ongoing

with Guy Gladstone

6 September – 13 December 2018
(no group 8 November),
10 January – 28 March 2019
(no group 21 February)
25 April – 18 July 2019
(no group 6 June)
Thursdays 5.20-7.20pm
per 4 week series £120
Would you like to be able to express yourself to
others in a more contactful way? Do you clamp
feelings down inside of you, judging them too
uncomfortable to share? Will you let others
touch you with their feelings? Can you sustain a
feeling of contact with yourself?
Over the weeks an ongoing group deepens
contact with yourself and others, and enables
changes to be recognised and relationships to
develop. In this group I will work with your
embodied attitudes and beliefs as these emerge,
from movement interactions, dialoguing, enactment, recent dreams and the story of your week.
Most evenings will include about a quarter hour
of bioenergetic voicing, breathing and moving.
The group is limited to 10. Four weeks notice
of leaving is required. New members may join
as space becomes available. An enquiry can be
made at any time. I ask for an initial minimum
commitment to seven sessions.

Bioenergetics Ongoing

with Guy Gladstone

6 September – 13 December 2018
(no group 8 November),
10 January – 28 March 2019
(no group 21 February)
25 April – 18 July 2019
(no group 6 June)
Thursdays 8-10.30pm
per 5 week series £187.50
per 6 week series £225
per 7 week series £262.50
See early Thursday Bioenergetics Ongoing for
full description of this group.

Primal Integration

Weekly Ongoing Group
with Juliana Brown &
Richard Mowbray
Starting 2018: 20 September (6 wks),
1 November (7 wks),
Starting 2019: 10 January (7 wks),
28 February (7 wks), 9 May (5 wks),
13 June (5 wks)
Thursdays 7-10pm
per 5 week series £110
per 6 week series £132
per 7 week series £154

The Ongoing group offers weekly continuity
and support in exploring deeper levels of experience, and their impact on the day-to-day. The
group format allows individuals to take a turn
when ready. There is plenty of scope for how
to use your ‘go’ – forms of expression are not
limited to ‘just talking’.
First timers require an introductory interview.
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september
2018&
to august
weekend
day 2019
Primal Integration
Weekend

ful expression and opening to the experience of
spontaneous feeling from the core of your body.
I will encourage participants to share issues
from their daily lives and/or their experience
within the more structured parts of the group as
starting points for deeper exploration. There will
be different phases to the day – the whole group
working energetically together, occasions when
I work with individuals and times when group
members pair up to give each other support.

with Juliana Brown &
Richard Mowbray

21-23 September 2018
Friday evening 7-10pm
Saturday & Sunday 11am- 8pm

£132

Primal Integration offers a distinctively selfdirecting environment in which to explore our
deeper levels of experience, with a view to
being alive and living more authentically and
being more able to connect with others.
The format of the group alternates between
a structured phase and a free-form phase during which what takes place is determined by
what you choose to explore and what you allow
to happen, drawing on resources within and
around you including facilitation and group support for the endeavour.
First timers require an introductory interview.

Bioenergetics Day

with Guy Gladstone

Saturday 29 September 2018
10am-6pm

£75

This group is suitable both as an introduction for newcomers to body oriented personal
growth work and an opportunity to go further
for those who already have some experience
in this area. Anyone who has not previously
been to a group with me is welcome to phone
beforehand to discuss coming.
Exercises will be given to deepen breathing,
free the voice, release muscular tension and
improve your contact both with others and
your own inner process. There will be an overall
concern with increasing your range of feeling-

October 2018

September 2018

groups

Love and Anger
with Silke Ziehl

Saturday & Sunday
6/7 October 2018
10am-6pm

£120

So often we hear that love and anger don’t go
together. And yet, only when we listen to our
anger and take it seriously, can we get to our
true feelings – including our true love. Anger
lets us know what is important to us and what
we have not yet found a good way to include.
Excluded anger will fester and grow, and will
slowly kill off the love we have, whereas anger
listened to and expressed – in terms of our
needs and desires, with clarity – can lighten up
our path and forge a way to connect with heart
and soul.
This weekend we will explore and practise
ways to listen to our anger and use it to connect
with clarity and honesty to one another. And
we’ll likely find that in so doing we strengthen
our connections and relationships.
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with Juliana Brown &
Richard Mowbray

19-21 October 2018
Friday evening 7-10pm
Saturday & Sunday 11am-8pm

£132

November 2018

Primal Integration offers a distinctively selfdirecting environment in which to explore our
deeper levels of experience, with a view to being
alive and living more authentically and being
more able to connect with others.
The format of the group alternates between
a structured phase and a free-form phase during which what takes place is determined by
what you choose to explore and what you allow
to happen, drawing on resources within and
around you including facilitation and group support for the endeavour.
First timers require an introductory interview.

Primal Integration
Weekend
with Juliana Brown &
Richard Mowbray

16-18 November 2018
Friday evening 7-10pm
Saturday & Sunday 11am-8pm

£132

Primal Integration offers a distinctively selfdirecting environment in which to explore our
deeper levels of experience, with a view to being
alive and living more authentically and being
more able to connect with others.
The format of the group alternates between
a structured phase and a free-form phase during which what takes place is determined by
what you choose to explore and what you allow
to happen, drawing on resources within and
around you including facilitation and group support for the endeavour.
First timers require an introductory interview.
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December 2018

Primal Integration
Weekend

Psychodrama Day

with Guy Gladstone

Saturday 1 December 2018
10am-6pm

£75

Psychodrama differs from other approaches to
groupwork in that the invitation is to ‘show us’
rather than ‘tell us’. Though action-based no acting skills are needed. Actual or imaginary scenes
from your past, present or future are improvised
by the director, yourself and the group. There is
a focus on one person’s issue, ‘the protagonist’.
Other group members take ‘auxiliary’ roles as
family member, fellow employee or figure from
a dream, through which you may get more in
touch with your own concerns. These are then
shared before moving to the next protagonist’s
psychodrama.
Besides being an enjoyable introduction to
groupwork (of which you need not have any
previous experience) the benefits include an
increase of personal power and spontaneity and
a deeper understanding of your own and others’
difficulties. A day of exploring your inner world
and acting it out.

Primal Integration
Weekend
with Juliana Brown &
Richard Mowbray

7-9 December 2018
Friday evening 7-10pm
Saturday & Sunday 11am-8pm

£132

Primal Integration offers a distinctively selfdirecting environment in which to explore our
deeper levels of experience, with a view to being
alive and living more authentically and being
more able to connect with others.
The format of the group alternates between
a structured phase and a free-form phase during which what takes place is determined by
what you choose to explore and what you allow

with Juliana Brown &
Richard Mowbray

18-20 January 2019
Friday evening 7-10pm
Saturday & Sunday 11am-8pm

Bioenergetics Day

with Guy Gladstone
£75

See the September 2018 Bioenergetics Day for
full description of this group.

Primal Integration
Weekend
with Juliana Brown &
Richard Mowbray

15-17 February 2019
Friday evening 7-10pm
Saturday & Sunday 11am-8pm

£132

Primal Integration offers a distinctively selfdirecting environment in which to explore our
deeper levels of experience, with a view to being
alive and living more authentically and being
more able to connect with others.
The format of the group alternates between
a structured phase and a free-form phase during which what takes place is determined by
what you choose to explore and what you allow
to happen, drawing on resources within and
around you including facilitation and group support for the endeavour.
First timers require an introductory interview.

£132

Primal Integration offers a distinctively selfdirecting environment in which to explore our
deeper levels of experience, with a view to
being alive and living more authentically and
being more able to connect with others.
The format of the group alternates between
a structured phase and a free-form phase during which what takes place is determined by
what you choose to explore and what you
allow to happen, drawing on resources within
and around you including facilitation and
group support for the endeavour.
First timers require an introductory interview.

Saturday 9 February 2019
10am-6pm

February 2019

Primal Integration
Weekend

March 2019

January 2019

to happen, drawing on resources within and
around you including facilitation and group
support for the endeavour.
First timers require an introductory interview.

Sexuality and the Heart
Connection
with Silke Ziehl

Saturday & Sunday
2/3 March 2019, 10am-6pm

£120

This weekend is about being attentive to our
reality as sexual human beings. Often we have
learned to split ourselves in half and to connect with either our heart or our genitals. Yet
our body has deeper dreams of living, where
love and excitement are both included, and our
wholeness is affirmed.
When we learn to trust our own bodies, our
boundaries, our needs and desires and become
more aware of the shifting patterns of opening
up and closing down – then we can ground our
sexuality in the compassion of the heart, and we
can ground our heart connection in the excitement of our sexuality.
In doing this, we heal the split between our
sexuality and our heart.
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Pulsing Intensive

Primal Integration
Weekend

with Silke Ziehl

with Juliana Brown &
Richard Mowbray

£132

April 2019

Primal Integration offers a distinctively selfdirecting environment in which to explore our
deeper levels of experience, with a view to
being alive and living more authentically and
being more able to connect with others.
The format of the group alternates between
a structured phase and a free-form phase during which what takes place is determined by
what you choose to explore and what you allow
to happen, drawing on resources within and
around you including facilitation and group
support for the endeavour.
First timers require an introductory interview.

Primal Integration Easter
Intensive
with Juliana Brown &
Richard Mowbray

18-21 April 2019

£205

See the Intensives and Residentials section on
page 12.
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PULSING is a gentle and nourishing style of
bodywork. Through soft rotary movements and
rhythmic rocking of all parts of the body it
gently releases tensions, feelings, and energy,
expanding the tissues, nourishing the person,
creating spaciousness inside ... It is deep work
without being painful, powerfully yet softly
affecting the whole body-mind-spirit, nurturing
body and soul.
Pulsing is playing with the rhythms of the
body, harmonising them. This Pulsing Intensive
allows time for getting to know and learn the
important basics of this kind of bodywork.

May 2019

15-17 March 2019
Friday evening 7-10pm
Saturday & Sunday 11am-8pm

20-22 April 2019
Easter Saturday, Sunday, Monday
£195
10am-6pm

Primal Integration
Weekend
with Juliana Brown &
Richard Mowbray

17-19 May 2019
Friday evening 7-10pm
Saturday & Sunday 11am-8pm

£132

Primal Integration offers a distinctively selfdirecting environment in which to explore our
deeper levels of experience, with a view to being
alive and living more authentically and being
more able to connect with others.
The format of the group alternates between
a structured phase and a free-form phase during which what takes place is determined by
what you choose to explore and what you allow
to happen, drawing on resources within and
around you including facilitation and group support for the endeavour.
First timers require an introductory interview.

with Silke Ziehl

25-27 May 2019
Saturday, Sunday,
Bank Holiday Monday
10am-6pm

£195

PULSING is a gentle and nourishing style of
bodywork. Through soft rotary movements
and rhythmic rocking of all parts of the body it
gently releases tensions, feelings, and energy,
expanding the tissues, nourishing the person,
creating spaciousness inside ... It is deep work
without being painful, powerfully yet softly
affecting the whole body-mind-spirit, nurturing
body and soul.
Pulsing is playing with the rhythms of the
body and harmonising them. This Pulsing
Intensive allows time for getting to know and
learn the important skills of working with the
client in many positions.

June 2019

Pulsing Intensive

Bioenergetics Day

with Guy Gladstone

Saturday 15 June 2019
10am- 6pm

£75

See the September 2018 Bioenergetics Day for
full description of this group.

Psychodrama Day

with Guy Gladstone

Sunday 16 June 2019
10am- 6pm

£75

See the December 2018 Psychodrama Day for
full description of this group.

Primal Integration
Weekend
with Juliana Brown &
Richard Mowbray

21-23 June 2019
Friday evening 7-10pm
Saturday & Sunday 11am-8pm

£132

Primal Integration offers a distinctively selfdirecting environment in which to explore our
deeper levels of experience, with a view to
being alive and living more authentically and
being more able to connect with others.
The format of the group alternates between a
structured phase and a free-form phase during
which what takes place is determined by what
you choose to explore and what you allow
to happen, drawing on resources within and
around you including facilitation and group
support for the endeavour.
First timers require an introductory interview.
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intensives

& residentials

Primal Integration Easter
Intensive 2019
with Juliana Brown &
Richard Mowbray

Thursday 18 April, 7pm –
Sunday 21 April 2019, 8pm

£205

This group follows the format of our Primal
Integration weekends but the extra day enhances the possibilities for deeper and more
sustained work.
First timers require an introductory interview
before booking.

Pulsing Intensive
with Silke Ziehl

20-22 April 2019
Easter Saturday, Sunday, Monday
£195
10am-6pm
PULSING is a gentle and nourishing style of
bodywork. Through soft rotary movements
and rhythmic rocking of all parts of the body it
gently releases tensions, feelings, and energy,
expanding the tissues, nourishing the person,
creating spaciousness inside ... It is deep work
without being painful, powerfully yet softly
affecting the whole body-mind-spirit, nurturing
body and soul.
Pulsing is playing with the rhythms of the
body, harmonising them. This Pulsing Intensive
allows time for getting to know and learn the
important basics of this kind of bodywork.

Pulsing Intensive
with Silke Ziehl

25-27 May 2019, Saturday, Sunday,
Bank Holiday Monday
£195
10am-6pm
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PULSING is a gentle and nourishing style of
bodywork. Through soft rotary movements
and rhythmic rocking of all parts of the body it
gently releases tensions, feelings, and energy,
expanding the tissues, nourishing the person,
creating spaciousness inside ... It is deep work
without being painful, powerfully yet softly
affecting the whole body-mind-spirit, nurturing
body and soul.
This Pulsing Intensive allows time for getting
to know and learn the important skills of working with the client in many positions.

Primal Integration
Summer Residential 2019
with Juliana Brown &
Richard Mowbray

21-26 July 2019
at the Wild Pear Centre in Devon
(including food and board)
if booking before 1 July £480
thereafter £530
The nature of this group will be similar to
our Primal Integration weekends at the Open
Centre, however, the greater length of time and
the security and continuity of the residential setting allow for deeper and more intensive work
– and space for an integrative walk on the moor
or swim in the sea at the end of the day.
The Wild Pear Centre is on the west
Exmoor coast of North Devon, an area of
outstanding natural beauty. See www.
wildpearcentre.co.uk.
See ‘Who we are and what we do’ for more
on Primal Integration.
First timers require an introductory interview
before booking.
There will be an optional follow-up evening in
London on 1 August.

training

& CPD workshops

Supervision Sessions

with Silke Ziehl

Saturdays 2018: 29 September,
24 November
Saturdays 2019: 26 January
(continues every 2 months)
10am-1pm
per session £40
These Supervision Sessions offer practitioners
the opportunity to meet with a peer group on a
Saturday every two months and to explore topics related to their work – both with individual
clients and with groups. The focus will be on
using our bodymind as a source of information
regarding the relational processes at work.

Deep Bodywork 1-yr
Foundation Training
with Silke Ziehl

October 2018 – August 2019: 24 days in
six four-day blocks, Friday to Monday
The 1-year Foundation Training in Deep Bodywork
provides an introduction to modern Reichian
bodywork combining intensive personal experience with theoretical and practical training. This
course is therefore suitable for both practitioners
and non-practitioners alike.
For practitioners interested in bodywork and
wishing to develop professional expertise in this
area, for therapists in body or related disciplines
and for practitioners in the helping professions
this course can be a powerful supplementary
training in process-oriented bodywork to enhance
their current practice. It is an intensive process of
transformation for all participants in their personal
life and in their role as practitioners.
Equally, this foundation training can be taken
as an intensive 1-year course just for personal
growth and development.

Aims of the course
The primary goal of the foundation training is to
train effective skills in contacting the bodymind
and in encouraging awareness and aliveness in
the body in a safe and respectful manner. These
skills are useful for personal work and for professional work with others.
The secondary goal is to help students go deeper in their own process of change, development
and transformation. There will be opportunity in
the group context for work with individual issues.
Philosophy of the course
The training philosophy of this course is based
on an integrative and holistic approach to personal development and therapy. It acknowledges
each person’s freedom and right to develop their
potential as a human being – to become more
fully individuated and self-actualized. Moreover,
individual development and growth are seen as
creative processes involving bodily, emotional,
intellectual, psycho-sexual, interpersonal and spiritual levels of being. Deep Bodywork assists this
maturation process.
Training methods
The methods in the training combine experiential, theoretical and practical work into an
integrated web which supports the student’s
learning process. Experiential sessions, theoretical
presentations and discussions are interwoven with
practical demonstrations, work in the group and
in small groups.
Independent work between training sessions
will be done individually and in small groups, and
will include reading and written assignments as
well as practical assignments. A training workbook and an experiential diary will be kept by
participants.
Throughout the training, opportunities will
be given for participants to work with individual issues. It is also expected that participants
will continue their self-development outside the
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training including a period of individual therapy
with an experienced practitioner.
In this manner theory is grounded in experience and practice, and experience can be integrated into developing intellectual clarity and
emotional maturity.
Facilitation of the courses
The Deep Bodywork 1-year Foundation Training
will be facilitated by Silke Ziehl.
Curriculum of the Deep Bodywork 1-year
Foundation Training
Getting to Know Body Energetic Processes:
1) The Energetic Cycle – working with the
body’s rhythms and energetic processes to
increase aliveness and integration
• breath and pulsation
• recognizing charge; charging, discharging
and harmonizing charge
• phases in the energetic cycle
• blocks in the cycle
•p
 atterns of breathing, including hyperventilation
• techniques of working with breath.
2) Emotional and Energetic Processes – exploring the web of energy, movement and
emotion
• getting to know oneself in relation to others
• focusing in the body; dialogue with the
body
• recognizing and working with energy, sensation, emotion
• a ccepting and expressing roles; psychodramatic methods
• energetic processes in relationships
3) The Development of Character – re-experiencing the stages in child development and
understanding character structure influences
in current patterns of behaviour
• Introduction to character analysis: experiential and theoretical
•d
 evelopmental structures and character
structure: exploration of the fragmented,
oral, psychopathic, masochistic and rigid
structure
• e nergetic processes in the body and character structures
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• the role of character analysis in working with
self and others.
4) Segments of the Energetic Body – tracing the
formation and nature of a hardening, a loss of
flexibility (armour) in the body tissues, structures and functioning
• pulsation, counterpulsation, segmentation
• learning to work with segments (from eyes
to pelvis)
• trauma and its consequences.
5) The Body as the Basis of Projection – clarifying
projection, transference and countertransference in bodywork
• contact and projection
• communication and transference processes
• transference meets countertransference.
Dates, Location and Costs
The training comprises 24 days in 6 fourday blocks, Friday to Monday: The dates for
the 6 units in the 2018-2019 Deep Bodywork
Foundation course are:
U1 – Oct 26-29 2018 (Fri-Mon)
U2 – Dec 7-10 ’18 (Fri-Mon)
U3 – Feb 1-4 2019 (Fri-Mon)
U4 – Apr 19-22 ’19 (Fri-Mon) (Easter)
U5 – Jun 14-17 ’19 (Fri-Mon)
U6 – A
 ug 23-26 ’19 (Fri-Mon)
(Bank Holiday weekend)
(all dates are provisional).
All workshops will take place at The Open Centre
in London. Tuition fees for the Deep Bodywork
Foundation Training are £1560. A deposit of
£300 is required to secure a place, the rest is
payable in installments. There are some bursaries
available.
After successful completion of the Deep
Bodywork Foundation Training, graduates will
be awarded a Certificate in Deep Bodywork by
the Entelia Institute.
This certificate will enable graduates to continue on to the Advanced Training in Deep
Bodywork (Specialisation in Postural Integration).
Details on request.
Application Procedure for the Deep Bodywork
Foundation
Please apply with a brief personal statement

which includes information on the following
questions plus anything else you want to share:
a) Your name, address, telephone/fax number, e-mail address, and your date of birth.
b) Your current and past occupations.
c) The story of your body, your emotions,
your mind, your spirit.
d) Your reasons for wishing to do the course.
e) Your experience in self-development work,
therapy, bodywork, both individual and
group; please give details of when, for
how long and with whom you worked.

f) B
 rief medical history, including any psychiatric experiences.
g) What you can bring to the training course.
h) What you hope to gain from doing the
course.
Please email me your application, together
with a passport-sized photo, or alternatively send
it to: Silke Ziehl, Entelia Institute at The Open
Centre, 188 Old Street, London EC1V 9FR, Tel:
07764 200113, Fax: 020 7681 1992, e-mail:
info@entelia.com

booking procedure
GROUP BOOKING PROCEDURE
Advance booking via the group leader is
required for all group events.
A deposit payable to the group leader is
required to book. This is usually half the fee,
unless the full fee is indicated.
The balance is due by the start of the group,
except by prior arrangement. Deposits are
non-refundable unless the group is cancelled.
Confirmation is sent on request.
Payment by Bank Transfer or Online (e.g.
PayPal): Please contact the group leader
by email or phone for details and to noti-

fy the group leader of any transfer made.
Payment by Cheque: Send cheques payable to
the group leader c/o The Open Centre, 188 Old
Street, London, EC1V 9FR except when otherwise
specified. Please always notify the group leader
of your booking by email or phone as well, and
ensure you include your contact details on the
envelope.
Sorry, we do not take credit card payments.

INDIVIDUAL WORK
We are available for individual sessions. To
arrange an introductory interview, contact the
practitioner concerned – see inside front cover.
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TO AUGUST

20
2123

26
29
29

Introduction to Bioenergetics
Guy Gladstone
Bioenergetics restarts
Guy Gladstone
Bioenergetics restarts
Guy Gladstone
Primal Integration Ongoing Group starts
Juliana Brown & Richard Mowbray
Primal Integration Weekend Group
Juliana Brown & Richard Mowbray
Deep Bodywork – Love and Anger
Silke Ziehl
Supervision
Silke Ziehl
Bioenergetics Day
Guy Gladstone

OCTOBER 2018
6-7

17
1921
2629

Love and Anger Weekend
Silke Ziehl
Introduction to Bioenergetics
Guy Gladstone
Primal Integration Weekend Group
Juliana Brown & Richard Mowbray
Deep Bodywork 1-yr Foundation Training
starts
Silke Ziehl

NOVEMBER 2018
1
1618

21
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Primal Integration Ongoing Group starts
Juliana Brown & Richard Mowbray
Primal Integration Weekend Group
Juliana Brown & Richard Mowbray
Introduction to Psychodrama
Guy Gladstone
Supervision
Silke Ziehl

DECEMBER 2018
1
7-9

Psychodrama Day
Guy Gladstone
Primal Integration Weekend Group
Juliana Brown & Richard Mowbray

JANUARY 2019
10
10
10
16
1820

26
30

Bioenergetics restarts
Guy Gladstone
Bioenergetics restarts
Guy Gladstone
Primal Integration Ongoing Group starts
Juliana Brown & Richard Mowbray
Introduction to Bioenergetics
Guy Gladstone
Primal Integration Weekend Group
Juliana Brown & Richard Mowbray
Supervision (continues every 2 months)
Silke Ziehl
Deep Bodywork – Sexuality and the Heart
Connection
Silke Ziehl

FEBRUARY 2019
9
13
1517

23
27
28

Bioenergetics Day
Guy Gladstone
Introduction to Bioenergetics
Guy Gladstone
Primal Integration Weekend Group
Juliana Brown & Richard Mowbray
Supervision (continues every two months)
Silke Ziehl
Pulsing
Silke Ziehl
Primal Integration Ongoing Group starts
Juliana Brown & Richard Mowbray

MAY 2019
9
1719

22
2527
2527

Primal Integration Ongoing Group starts
Juliana Brown & Richard Mowbray
Primal Integration Weekend Group
Juliana Brown & Richard Mowbray
Introduction to Psychodrama
Guy Gladstone
Pulsing Intensive 2
Silke Ziehl
Pulsing Intensive 2
Silke Ziehl

JUNE 2019
13
15
16
19
2123

Primal Integration Ongoing Group starts
Juliana Brown & Richard Mowbray
Bioenergetics Day
Guy Gladstone
Psychodrama Day
Guy Gladstone
Introduction to Bioenergetics
Guy Gladstone
Primal Integration Weekend Group
Juliana Brown & Richard Mowbray

JULY 2019
2126

Primal Integration Summer Residential
Juliana Brown & Richard Mowbray

MARCH 2019
2-3
1517

Sexuality & the Heart Connection
Silke Ziehl
Primal Integration Weekend Group
Juliana Brown & Richard Mowbray

APRIL 2019
1821
2022
2022

24
25
25

Primal Integration Easter Intensive
Juliana Brown & Richard Mowbray
Pulsing Intensive 1
Silke Ziehl
Pulsing Intensive 1
Silke Ziehl
Introduction to Bioenergetics
Guy Gladstone
Bioenergetics restarts
Guy Gladstone
Bioenergetics restarts
Guy Gladstone

KEY

Introductory events
Ongoing groups
Weekend & day
groups
Intensives, trainings
& residentials
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